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Welcome to IET Journals 2018
W

ith its expanding coverage of engineering, science and technology content, IET Publishing continues to provide academics
and practising engineers with a wealth of high-quality resources for their research and information.

IET Letters and Research Journals comprehensively cover disciplines including Communications, Signal & Image Processing,
Electronics & Computer Science, Life Science, Power & Control and Transport.
As part of our continuing commitment to support the international engineering community, we’ve enhanced our Author Support
Programme. In 2016 we launched the Information for Authors hub, which gathers together all the information and advice authors
need to publish their research with us, while our partnerships with Editage and Kudos provide further support and guidance to help
authors publish and promote their work.

New Journal Launches
IET Nanodielectrics – a fully Gold
Open Access journal, launching in
2018, which aims to attract original
research papers and surveys relating
to the effects of nanoscale structure
and interfacial characteristics on the
electrical polarisation of advanced
dielectric materials.

IET Smart Grid – a Gold Open Access journal,
launching in 2018, aims to disseminate
cutting-edge research results spanning
over multiple disciplines including Power
Electronics, Power and Energy, Control,
Communications, and Computing Sciences, to
pave the way for implementing more efficient,
reliable and secure power systems.

CIRED - Open Access
Proceedings Journal – for
the first time, conference
proceedings from CIRED
have been published in
a new fully Open Access
journal as part of the IET
Open programme.

What else is new?
Ever increasing quality – significant increase in Impact Factors

A growing collection of resources

IET Journals showcase the best in research across engineering disciplines.
Our titles are indexed in all major databases including SCI, SCI-E, Scopus, Ei
Compendex and IET Inspec as well as Google and Google Scholar.

We are continually building our resources
for researchers, academics and practising
engineers and in addition to an extensive
programme of journals, books and magazine
publishing we also offer:

Thanks to the continuing efforts and support of our Editorial Boards, and the
growing number of high-quality paper submissions, we've increased the frequency
of a select number of titles to provide even greater access to key research.

Impact factor increase
The journal portfolio has seen a significant increase in the impact factor rating in
the latest Journal Citation Reports (JCR). On average, impact factors across all
eligible titles have increased by 45%.
Of particular note are:
■■ IET Power Electronics, which has achieved its highest ever rating of 3.547 and
is in the top quartile for the Engineering, Electrical and Electronic category
■■ Journals IET Optoelectronics, IET Circuits, Devices & Systems and IET
Biometrics, which have seen ratings grow by more than 80%
■■ IET Computer Vision and IET Communications have seen ratings increase by
more than 50%.

■■ The Conference Collection: a broad range
of technical content and conference
proceedings, from events organised
by the IET and other international
organisations.
■■ IET.tv: one of the world’s largest
collections of authoritative and
multidisciplinary video content covering a
range of engineering topics and expertise.
With more than 9,000 presentations,
lectures and training videos, this high
quality resource is proving invaluable for
researchers, lecturers and students.

Take a free trial
All IET subscription packages are designed to offer value and flexibility. Accessed via the IET Digital Library, which is seeing a number
of updates this year, researchers, lecturers and students are able to easily make use of a wide range of interdisciplinary and single
scope publications. Why not try one of our flexible packages to see what would best suit your library users.
For further information, and to find out how to arrange a free trial of any of our products see page 31.
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pa r t n e r in g with th e iet

Co-publishing journals with IET Journals
Since 1871, The IET has been at the forefront of developments across all areas of engineering. Our heritage,
coupled with our links within academia, industry and government make us the ideal partner for your journal.

Editorial Excellence
Our experienced editors and editorial staff can help you maximise the potential of your journal through support,
guidance and advice on industry best practice. Some of the areas we can help you with include:
■■

Strategic review – we will work with you to undertake a strategic review of the journal’s scope to identify
strategies and opportunities that will best represent its aims and objectives

■■

Editorial Board development – we can provide advice and guidance to support the restructure and
reorganisation of the journal’s Editorial Board, if required, including recommendations for board members
and recruitment on your behalf

■■

Content development – we can advise on a content development programme to improve the quality of article
submissions, including Special Issues and Invited Reviews

■■

Sharing best practice – gain further insights on how to further improve the success of your journal through
our regular meetings with journal and editorial representatives

5,000 institutions worldwide

Global Reach and Discoverability
Journals published by, or in association with, the IET benefit from
being included in the IET Digital Library and IEEE Xplore platform,
used by millions of users in over 5,000 institutions worldwide.

In addition, we have regional sales offices in the USA, UK,
mainland China, Hong Kong and India who work with multiple
vendors, agents and distributors around the world to further
maximise the reach of your content. The IET also supports
developing country initiatives such as Research4Life, further enhancing the visibility of your content.
Discovery of content is a major factor in driving usage. We work hard to ensure that our journal content is indexed as
widely as possible including in major indexing services such as:
■■
■■
■■
■■

Science Citation Index (SCI and SCI-E)
IET Inspec database
Elsevier’s Ei Compendex
Scopus

■■
■■
■■

Google
Google Scholar
Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)
(for fully Open Access journals)

We will manage these relationships on your behalf and monitor the indexing of articles across these and
other platforms.
IET Journals are supported by world-renowned international experts who serve as Editors-in-Chief and sit on our
editorial boards. We publish the work of authors from more than 3,000 institutions around the globe, all of whom
are supported by eminent researchers who provide supportive feedback to ensure only the best in class research is
published.

www.theiet.org/journals
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Leaders in Open Access
Our Gold and Green Open Access options allow authors to comply with
the mandates of a number of funders and research bodies.
See page 6 for more information on IET Open.

Online Publication
Our integrated publishing system speeds the publication process and provides a
seamless experience for your authors. We offer:
■■

A high quality platform with
customisable journal websites

■■

Easy to use manuscript submission
system and tailored peer-review
administration system including the
use of iThenticate (CrossCheck) antiplagiarism software

■■

Use of an Open Access licensing system,
RightsLink for Open Access, from the
Copyright Clearance Centre

■■

Production including typesetting,
copyediting and proof correction

■■

Usage and reporting – COUNTERcompliant reporting of key journal
statistics

Fast publication times
As the pace of international research continues to increase, speed of publication becomes ever more
important to researchers and authors across all scientific disciplines.
The IET works hard to ensure that time to publication is as short as possible and our processing times
are among the most competitive. We continually review our publication processes to enhance the author
experience and are in the process of rolling out new, flexible, innovative peer review system to help us
further reduce the time taken from acceptance to publication.

Extensive Marketing Support
The IET’s dedicated marketing resource develops innovative marketing strategies and delivers tailored
marketing activities to maximise reach and readership. Through our close relationships with academia,
industry and government, we target your appropriate audiences - from researchers, students and
faculty to key influencers, decision makers and hard to reach groups - to support sales, increase usage,
encourage article submissions and ultimately deliver ROI for your journal.

For more information, please contact
journals@theiet.org

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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IET Open is a new Open Access programme that showcases the best in engineering science. Covering the latest
research topics, our fully Open Access journals offer researchers a place to publish their most innovative and
novel work and make it accessible to anyone wishing to read it, cite it and re-use it.
All articles are published under a Creative Commons licence, making them freely and permanently available online
upon publication. Copyright is retained by the author so works can be deposited in any digital repository, included
on any website and shared across any social and professional network to maximise impact. This unrestricted
access helps researchers all over the world to find and read the work, leading to citations as well as supporting the
progress of science.

IET Open currently includes the following fully Open Access journals in its programme:

■■

Biosurface and Biotribology
published in partnership with
Southwest Jiaotong University

■■

See page 10 for details

See page 9 for details

■■

CIRED – Open Access
Proceedings Journal

■■

See page 8 for details

■■

IET Cyber-Physical Systems:
Theory & Applications

Healthcare Technology
Letters

High Voltage, published in
partnership with CEPRI
See page 23 for details

■■

The Journal of Engineering
See page 9 for details

See page 16 for details

■■

Engineering Biology

■■

See page 21 for details

See page 19 for details

New Open Access journals will
publish in 2018 and beyond.

www.theiet.org/journals

IET Nanodielectrics

■■

IET Smart Grid
See page 25 for details

Packages and prices are available on pages 32-36

iet ope n

Open Access Options in IET Research and Letters Journals
In addition to the rapidly growing IET Open, Open Access programme, the IET publishes over 30 Research
and Letters Journals. The IET's hybrid journals offer authors a choice of publication options. In addition to the
standard Subscription Access option, where authors assign copyright to the publisher; we also offer an Open
Access option under one of four Creative Commons Licences, with the author retaining copyright for their work.
The IET is also a strong supporter of green Open Access (self-archiving). Our comprehensive self-archiving policy
enables authors to deposit their accepted manuscript (reviewed, revised and typeset, but not the published PDF),
without any embargo period, on their institutional repository or in repositories designated by their funding body,
provided they refer to the published version.
Together, these options allow authors to comply with the mandates of a number of funders and research bodies
including, but not limited to EPSRC, RCUK, NIH, Wellcome Trust, Horizon 2020, HEFCE, and NERC.

Copyright and Compliance with Open Access Mandates
The IET works with funders and institutions around the world to help researchers comply with
the requirements of funding and institutional mandates. We offer a range of Creative Commons
licences so researchers can choose the best approach for their work, including:
■■

Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) – the most liberal of the licences offered, CC BY lets
others re-use and re-distribute the work, without any restrictions, as long as the author is
properly cited for the original creation.

■■

Creative Commons Attribution-NoDerivs (CC BY-ND) – this licence allows for redistribution,
commercial and non-commercial use of the work, as long as it is distributed unchanged
and in whole, with credit to the author.

■■

Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial (CC BY-NC) – this licence lets others re-use
the work and build upon it for non-commercial purposes. Although any new work must
acknowledge the original author and be non-commercial, the authors do not have to
licence their derivative works on the same terms.

■■

Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs (CC BY-NC-ND) – CC BY-NCND
allows others to download the work and share it as long the author is credited, but the
work cannot be changed in any way or used commercially.

For more information, please visit

ietdl.org/about-librarians

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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IET conference proceedings provide an invaluable source of information on published work and research topics.

CIRED –
Open Access Proceedings Journal
Scope
CIRED – Open Access Proceedings Journal is jointly published by the Institution of
Engineering and Technology and Association des Ingénieurs de Montefiore (AIM).
The first issue of the journal comprises papers presented at CIRED 2017 (24th
International Conference and Exhibition on Electricity Distribution) which was
held in Glasgow, Scotland. CIRED is the leading forum for Electricity Distribution
community and it covers the field of electricity distribution systems and associated
services including dispersed and embedded generation issues; technical aspects
of electricity supply; and related aspects such as cost reduction, environment,
regulation, organisation and related IT systems.

Readership

new

CIRED – Open Access Proceedings Journal content will be of interest to
practitioners and researchers working in utility, product, consultancy, service or
business sectors of the distribution industry.

Frequency 1
Online ISSN 2515-0855
www.ietdl.org/oap-CIRED

Indexing
IET Inspec, Scopus and Ei Compendex.

5 - 7 February 2019
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Coventry, UK

CALL FOR PAPERS

Conference on AC and DC
Power Transmission

THE 15TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON

AC AND DC POWER TRANSMISSION

If you have new research in AC or DC power transmission,
present and publish it at this popular international
conference.
Successful authors gain extensive publication benefits
including indexing on IET Inspec
Inspec and Ei Compendex, and
consideration for IEEE Xplore.
The best conference papers also have the opportunity to
IET's Journals.
submit an extended version for one of the IET’s
journals.

The technical scope includes

2019

2019
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New HVDC or FACTS projects




Control of converters in a low inertia network

Impact on the grid of moving to 100% power electronic
fed renewable generation

Conference on AC and DC

Power Transmission

Integration of energy storage through a power electronics
interface
Multi-terminal HVDC converter control and protection

Submit your abstract online at www.theiet.org/acdc by 1 May 2018
The Institution of Engineering and Technology is registered as a Charity in England and Wales (No. 211014) and Scotland (No. SC038698).

ACDC 2019 CFP ad for Journals catalogue.indd 1

www.theiet.org/journals
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Packages and prices are available on pages 32-36
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Biosurface and Biotribology
Editors-in-Chief:

Professor Z. R. Zhou, Southwest Jiaotong University, China

Scope
Biosurface and Biotribology publishes high quality papers on the surface and
tribology associated with bio-systems. The scope includes all aspects of tribologybased science and technology on natural bio-surfaces, natural organs and tissues,
body fluids, bio-materials and coatings, interfaces between biological tissues and
medical, sport devices or articles for daily use as well as bionic tribo-designs.
Original research articles, topical reviews, case reports and short communications
are welcome.

Indexing
IET Inspec.
Frequency: 4
ISSN: 2405-4518
www.ietdl.org/BSBT

The Journal of Engineering
Chief Advisors

Professor Lionel Tarassenko, University of Oxford, UK
Professor Norbert Peters, RWTH Aachen University, Germany
Naomi Climer, Sony, USA

Scope
The Journal of Engineering is an Open Access, peer-reviewed journal providing
a forum for the publication of original primary research findings across the broad
spectrum of engineering. All articles receive rigorous peer review and decisions are
made on the basis of the validity of the research being reported.
Topics:

Frequency: 12
ISSN online: 2051-3305
www.thejournalofengineering.org

n■

n■

n■

Energy Engineering
Biomedical Engineering
n■ Civil Engineering
n■ Computing and Software

n■

Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Materials Engineering
n■ Mechanical Engineering
n■ Micro- and Nanotechnology

In addition to research articles, The Journal of Engineering publishes high-quality
conference proceedings thus offering a unique forum for the publication of research
findings across a broad spectrum of engineering. Starting in 2017, the proceedings
of the IET Renewable Power Generation conference will be published in dedicated
issues of the journal.

Special Sections
This journal has an active programme of Special Sections publishing throughout
the year and on a range of topics. For further information on calls for papers and
published Special Sections, view www.thejournalofengineering.org.

Readership
Such is the broad scope of The Journal of Engineering it is essential reading for a
wide range of engineers and technologists in interdisciplinary fields.

Indexing
IET Inspec, Ei Compendex, ESCI, and the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ).

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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L e t t e r s j o u rn als

Electronics Letters
Editors-in-Chief

Professor Chris Toumazou, Imperial College London, UK
Professor Ian White, University of Cambridge, UK

Scope
Electronics Letters is a fortnightly research journal, publishing peer-reviewed, rapid
communication, short, original research papers. Its broad and interdisciplinary
scope covers the latest developments in all fields relating to electrical and electronic
engineering, including:
Energy & Power
Communications
n■ Signal Processing
n■ Sensing
n■ Imaging & Displays
Frequency: 25
ISSN print: 0013-5194
ISSN online: 1350-911X

www.ietdl.org/EL
Open Access publishing
option available

n■

n■

n■

n■

Biomedical & Life Sciences
Artificial Intelligence & Robotics
n■ Electronics
n■ Photonics

It also provides insight into some of the latest developments through special features
and interviews.

Readership
Electronics Letters is read by an international audience of academic, governmental
and industrial engineers and scientists working across the spectrum of modern
electronics and electrical engineering.

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.
Impact Factor: 1.155

CiteScore: 1.350

Healthcare Technology Letters
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Christopher James, University of Warwick, UK

Scope
Healthcare Technology Letters is an Open Access express journal for the rapid
publication of authoritative, peer-reviewed research articles on the latest biomedical
engineering and technology developments.
The journal provides a forum for researchers from a wide range of engineering and
medical disciplines to share developments in technology and applications across
discipline boundaries.
Its interdisciplinary scope includes technology areas such as biomedical signal
processing, imaging, instrumentation and informatics. Application areas include
cardiovascular, neural and rehabilitation engineering; bio-robotics and telemedicine.
Frequency: 6
ISSN online: 2053-3713

www.ietdl.org/HTL

Special Issues
This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout
the year. For further information on calls for papers and published Special Issues,
please visit www.ietdl.org/HTL.

Readership
Healthcare Technology Letters will be most relevant to biomedical engineers, and
electrical engineers and computer scientists working in the biomedical field from
academia and industry.

Indexing
IET Inspec, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar, PubMed Central, Europe PMC, Web of
Science's ESCI and Scopus.

www.theiet.org/journals

Packages and prices are available on pages 32-36

Letters j ournals

Micro & Nano Letters
Co-Editors-in-Chief

Professor Gwo-Bin (Vincent) Lee, National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan
Professor Peter Dobson, University of Warwick and Queen’s College Oxford, UK

Scope
Micro & Nano Letters offers express publication of short research papers
concentrating on the latest advances in the science, engineering, technology and
applications of miniature and ultraminiature structures and systems that have at
least one dimension ranging from a few tens of micrometres to a few nanometres.
This online-only journal offers a rapid route for international dissemination of highquality research from both the micro and nano communities.

Special Issues
Frequency: 12
ISSN online: 1750-0443

This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout
the year and on a range of topics. For further information on calls for papers and
published Special Issues, view www.ietdl.org/MNL.

Readership

www.ietdl.org/MNL

Micro & Nano Letters is read by an international audience of academic,
governmental and industrial researchers working within the micro and nano
communities.

Open Access publishing
option available

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.
Impact Factor: 0.723

CiteScore: 0.790

Planning to publish your research in 2018?
To help you while you write your paper, we have launched Information for Authors, a single online resource where
you can find all the information you need to help you publish your work with the IET. The site covers everything
from proposal to publication, including style guides, submission guidelines, FAQs, resources and general guidance
for managing your project.
Visit Information for Authors to access:
n Everything you need to know about publishing your work

n Advice on submitting your proposal

Open Access

n Important information on

n Helpful tools and tips for making your work more discoverable
n Information on joining the IET Author Community

permissions and royalties
n Author guides and resources

Find out more about publishing with the IET
www.iet.org/authors

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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c o mmu n i cation s

IET Communications
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Xuemin (Sherman) Shen, University of Waterloo, Canada

Scope
IET Communications covers the fundamental and generic research into technologies
to harness signals for better performing communication systems using various wired
and/or wireless media. This journal is particularly interested in research papers
reporting novel solutions to the dominating problems of noise, interference, timing
and errors for the reduction of systems deficiencies such as the wastage of spectra,
energy and bandwidth.

Special Issues

FREQUENCY INCREASE

This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout
the year. For further information on calls for papers and published Special Issues,
please visit www.ietdl.org/IET-COM.

Frequency: 20

Readership

ISSN print: 1751-8628

This publication is invaluable to those interested in state-of-the-art research on
communications technologies and systems.

ISSN online: 1751-8636

www.ietdl.org/IET-COM
Open Access publishing
option available

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, DBLP, Google Scholar and Scopus.
Impact Factor: 1.061

CiteScore: 1.330

IET Information Security
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Yvo Desmedt, University College London, UK and University of Dallas, USA

Scope
IET Information Security publishes original, peer-reviewed, research papers in
information security and cryptography. Information security is a multidisciplinary
field that spans the very broad area of computer security, modern cryptography,
and the electronic aspects of hardware security. The aim of the journal is to bring
together papers from all disciplines contributing to information security.

Special Issues
This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout the
year on a range of topics. For further information on calls for papers and published
Special Issues, view www.ietdl.org/IET-IFS.
Frequency: 6

Readership

ISSN print: 1751-8709

This journal will be of special importance to anyone with an interest in information
security, particularly research-level engineers, mathematicians, computer scientists,
software engineers and security experts within IT, engineering and communications,
healthcare, aerospace, utilities, financial, military and government communities.

ISSN online: 1751-8717

www.ietdl.org/IET-IFS

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, DBLP, Google Scholar and Scopus.

Open Access publishing
option available

www.theiet.org/journals

Impact Factor: 1.037

CiteScore: 1.900

Packages and prices are available on pages 32-36

comm unications

IET Microwaves, Antennas & Propagation
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Stavros Iezekiel, University of Cyprus, Cyprus

Scope
IET Microwaves, Antennas & Propagation comprehensively covers microwave
and RF circuits, microwave and millimetre wave amplifiers, oscillators, switches,
mixers and other components. Application areas covered by the journal include
communications, radar, aerospace, instrumentation, industrial and medical
applications.

Special Issues
This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout
the year. For further information on calls for papers and published Special Issues,
please visit www.ietdl.org/IET-MAP.
Frequency: 15

Readership

ISSN print: 1751-8725

IET Microwaves, Antennas & Propagation is essential reading for researchers,
professionals and graduates in the fields of antennas and propagation and RF/
microwave systems. It will also be of interest to electrical and electronics engineers
and professionals working on antenna and RF designs.

ISSN online: 1751-8733

www.ietdl.org/IET-MAP
Open Access publishing
option available

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.
Impact Factor: 1.187

CiteScore: 1.830

IET Networks
Editor-in-Chief

Dr Han-Chieh Chao, National Ilan University, Taiwan

Scope
IET Networks covers the fundamental developments and advancing methodologies
to achieve higher performance, optimised and dependable future networks. IET
Networks is particularly focused on new ideas and superior solutions to the known
and arising technological development bottlenecks at all levels of networking, such
as topologies, protocols, routing, relaying and resource-allocation for more efficient
and more reliable provision of network services.

Special Issues

Frequency: 6

This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout
the year and on a range of topics. For further information on calls for papers and
published Special Issues, view www.ietdl.org/IET-NET.

ISSN print: 2047-4954

Readership

ISSN online: 2047-4962

IET Networks provides a forum for information technology educators, researchers,
and practitioners to advance the practice and understanding of technologies
regarding network architecture, protocol, technologies, and management.

www.ietdl.org/IET-NET
Open Access publishing
option available

Indexing
IET Inspec, DBLP, Google Scholar and Scopus.
CiteScore: 1.630

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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IET Radar, Sonar & Navigation
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Hugh Griffiths, University College London, UK

Scope
IET Radar, Sonar & Navigation covers the theory and practice of systems involving
the processing of signals for radar, radiolocation, radionavigation and surveillance
purposes.
Examples of the fields of application include: radar, sonar, electronic warfare,
avionic and navigation systems.

Upcoming Special Issues
Cognitive Radar
Advanced Automotive Sensing – Towards Car Autonomy
Frequency: 12

Readership

ISSN print: 1751-8784

IET Radar, Sonar & Navigation is essential reading for researchers working in the
field of radar.

ISSN online: 1751-8792

www.ietdl.org/IET-RSN
Open Access publishing
option available

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.
Impact Factor: 1.509

CiteScore: 2.160

IET Wireless Sensor Systems
Editor-in-Chief

Associate Professor Sherali Zeadally, University of Kentucky, USA

Scope
IET Wireless Sensor Systems is aimed at the growing field of wireless sensor
networks and distributed systems, which has been expanding rapidly in recent
years and is evolving into a multi-billion dollar industry.
The Journal has been launched to give a platform to researchers and academics
in the field and covers the research, engineering, technological developments and
innovative deployment of distributed sensor and actuator systems.

Special Issues

Frequency: 6

This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout the
year on a range of topics. For further information on calls for papers and published
Special Issues, view www.ietdl.org/IET-WSS.

ISSN print: 2043-6386

Readership

ISSN online: 2043-6394

This journal is essential reading for researchers and academics in the growing field
of wireless sensor systems.

www.ietdl.org/IET-WSS

Indexing
IET Inspec, Ei Compendex, DBLP, Google Scholar and Scopus.

Open Access publishing
option available

CiteScore: 1.970

Also see

www.theiet.org/journals

New Open Access journal, IET Cyber-Physical Systems on page 16.

Packages and prices are available on pages 32-36

el ectronics & computer scienc e

IET Circuits, Devices & Systems
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Asim Ray, Brunel University, UK

Scope
IET Circuits, Devices & Systems covers the following topics:
Circuit theory and design; circuit analysis and simulation; computer aided
design; filters (analogue and switched capacitor); circuit implementations; cells
and architectures for integration including VLSI; testability, fault tolerant design,
minimisation of circuits and CAD for VLSI; novel or improved electronic devices
for both traditional and emerging technologies including nanoelectronics and
MEMs; device and process characterisation; device parameter extraction schemes;
mathematics of circuits and systems theory.

Special Issues
Frequency: 6
ISSN print: 1751-858X
ISSN online: 1751-8598

www.ietdl.org/IET-CDS
Open Access publishing
option available

This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout the
year on a range of topics. For further information on calls for papers and published
Special Issues, view www.ietdl.org/IET-CDS.

Readership
IET Circuits, Devices & Systems is an important journal for academics and
engineering professionals who want to keep up-to-date with advances in the field.

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, DBLP, Google Scholar and Scopus.
Impact Factor: 1.092

CiteScore: 1.150

IET Computers & Digital Techniques
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Andy Tyrrell, University of York, UK

Scope
IET Computers & Digital Techniques publishes technical papers describing recent
research and development work in all aspects of digital system-on-chip design and
test of electronic and embedded systems, including the development of design
automation tools (methodologies, algorithms and architectures). Papers based on
the problems associated with the scaling down of CMOS technology are particularly
welcome.

Special Issues

Frequency: 6

This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout the
year on a range of topics. For further information on calls for papers and published
Special Issues, view www.ietdl.org/IET-CDT.

ISSN print: 1751-8601

Readership

ISSN online: 1751-861X

This journal is tailored for researchers, engineers and educators in the fields of
computer and digital systems design and test.

www.ietdl.org/IET-CDT

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, DBLP, Google Scholar and Scopus.

Open Access publishing
option available

Impact Factor: 0.515

CiteScore: 1.060

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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IET Cyber-Physical Systems:
Theory & Applications
Editors-in-Chief

Shiyan Hu, Michigan Technological University, USA
Albert Zomaya, The University of Sydney, Australia

Scope

Frequency: 4

The research of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) addresses the close interactions
and feedback loop between cyber components such as sensing systems and
dynamic physical components such as energy and mechanical systems. Various
emerging technical challenges such as the rapid increase of functionalities, the
significant uncertainties and the stringent requirements on performance, safety,
security, flexibility and reliability make CPS design increasingly complex. This
journal aims to present the state-of-the-art interdisciplinary research addressing the
above challenges from a system perspective that includes both cyber and physical
aspects, with clear innovative contributions to theory and application.

ISSN online: 2398-3396

Upcoming Special Issues

new

www.ietdl.org/IET-CPS

Cyber Physical Power Systems: Advanced Intelligent Technologies and Applications
Verification and Validation of Cyber-Physical Systems
Cyber-Physical Systems for Power Distribution Systems

Readership
This newly launched publication is invaluable to those researchers, professionals
and graduates interested in state-of-the-art research on interactions and feedback
loop between cyber components such as sensing systems and dynamic physical
components.

IET Optoelectronics
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Richard Penty, University of Cambridge, UK

Scope
IET Optoelectronics publishes state-of-the-art research papers in the field of
optoelectronics and photonics. The topics that are covered by the journal include
optical and optoelectronic materials, nanophotonics, metamaterials and photonic
crystals, light sources, optical modulation and multiplexing, optical fibres, cables
and connectors, optical amplifiers, photodetectors and optical receivers, photonic
integrated circuits, photonic systems, optical signal processing and holography and
displays.

Upcoming Special Issues
Selected Papers from Semiconductor and Integrated OptoElectronics (SIOE 2017)
Frequency: 6
ISSN print: 1751-8768
ISSN online: 1751-8776

www.ietdl.org/IET-OPT

Readership
This journal is essential reading for practising engineers, researchers, and
postgraduates in the field of optoelectronics and photonics who want to keep
up-to-date with the latest research.

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.

Open Access publishing
option available

www.theiet.org/journals

Impact Factor: 1.165

CiteScore: 1.080

Packages and prices are available on pages 32-36

el ectronics & computer scienc e

IET Science, Measurement & Technology
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Jan Sykulski, University of Southampton, UK

Scope
IET Science, Measurement & Technology publishes papers on the science,
engineering and technology underpinning electronic and electrical engineering,
nanotechnology and medical instrumentation. Major themes of the journal
include: electromagnetism (including electromagnetic theory, computational
electromagnetics and EMC) and the properties and applications of dielectric,
magnetic, magneto-optic, piezoelectric materials down to the nanometre scale.

Special Issues

Frequency: 8

This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout the
year on a range of topics. For further information on calls for papers and published
Special Issues, view www.ietdl.org/IET-SMT.

ISSN print: 1751-8822

Readership

ISSN online: 1751-8830

lET Science, Measurement & Technology is essential reading for electrical and
electronics engineers, researchers and practitioners.

www.ietdl.org/IET-SMT

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.

Open Access publishing
option available

Impact Factor: 1.263

CiteScore: 1.480

IET Software
Editor-in-Chief

Dr Hana Chockler, King’s College London, UK

Scope
IET Software publishes papers on all aspects of the software lifecycle, including
design, development, implementation and maintenance. The focus of the journal
is on the methods used to develop and maintain software, and their practical
application.

Upcoming Special Issues
Search-Based Software Engineering
Software Architecture for the Web of Things (SAWoT)

Readership
Frequency: 6
ISSN print: 1751-8806
ISSN online: 1751-8814

IET Software is an invaluable resource for computer engineers, software engineers,
systems engineers and academics interested in the practical applications and the
latest in software development. This journal is essential reading for anyone with an
interest in any aspect of software engineering.

Indexing
www.ietdl.org/IET-SEN
Open Access publishing
option available

IET Inspec, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, DBLP, Google Scholar and Scopus.

Impact Factor: 0.733

CiteScore: 0.880

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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Chinese Journal of Electronics
Editor-in-Chief

WANG Shoujue, Institute of Semiconductors, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Scope
The Chinese Journal of Electronics (CJE) is a peer-reviewed English language
journal established in 1992, sponsored by the Chinese Institute of Electronics who
distribute the journal across mainland China. The Institution of Engineering and
Technology have been distributing the journal online for worldwide use since 2015
with Technology Exchange Ltd. dealing with the printed version.

Readership

Frequency: 6

The Chinese Journal of Electronics is invaluable to engineers with an interest
in areas of electrical and electronics engineering including: computers;
microelectronics; signal processing; telecommunications; microwaves and electronic
system engineering.

ISSN print: 1022-4653

Indexing

ISSN online: 2075-5597

IET Inspec, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, CA, Google Scholar, SA and Scopus.
Impact Factor: 1.263

CiteScore: 1.480

www.ietdl.org/CJE
Open Access publishing
option available

22-26 September 2019
The 45th European Conference
on Optical Communication

In 2019, we welcome ECOC to Dublin, capital of the
Republic of Ireland. Located on Ireland’s east coast
at the mouth of the River Liffey, Dublin is home to an
ever-advancing optical industry – merging information
technology and future networks with advanced
research and design.

For more information visit www.ecoc2019.org
IET Services Limited is registered in England. Registered Office: Savoy Place, London, WC2R 0BL.
Registration Number 909719

SSD2487 ECOC Half Page Ad 186x134-v1.indd 1

www.theiet.org/journals

24/11/2017 11:26

Packages and prices are available on pages 32-36

l ife scienc e

Engineering Biology
Editors-in-Chief

Professor Richard Kitney, Imperial College London, UK
Dr Cheuh Loo Poh, National University of Singapore, Singapore

Scope
Engineering Biology is focused on the application of engineering science and
practice to the design of biological devices and systems for a wide range of fields
and applications. A key aspect is systematic design using the engineering principles
of modularity, standardisation and characterisation. Papers are considered from
all stages of the design cycle, from the development of platform technology and
techniques, to industrial and scaling processes, and new technical standards.

Upcoming Special Issues
new

Frequency: 4
ISSN online: 2398-6182
www.ietdl.org/ENB

This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout the
year on a range of topics. For further information on calls for papers and published
Special Issues, view view www.ietdl.org/ENB.

Readership
Engineering Biology will be invaluable to the growing number of universities and
research institutes involved in the application of engineering techniques to the
synthetic biology field. It will also be a unique source of information for those
working in industry, from small-medium enterprises through to multinational
companies, that have an interest in industrial translation.

IET Nanobiotechnology
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Ronald Pethig, University of Edinburgh, UK

Scope
IET Nanobiotechnology covers a wide range of topics extending from single
molecule measurements using scanning probe techniques, through to interactions
between cells and microstructures, micro- and nano-fluidics, and aspects of
lab-on-chip technologies.

Special Issues
This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout the
year on a range of topics. For further information on calls for papers and published
Special Issues, view www.ietdl.org/IET-NBT.
Frequency: 8

Readership

ISSN print: 1751-8741

IET Nanobiotechnology is a vital resource for academic and industrial researchers
operating in this exciting cross-disciplinary field.

ISSN online: 1751-875X

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.

www.ietdl.org/IET-NBT
Impact Factor: 1.463

CiteScore: 1.610

Open Access publishing
option available

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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IET Systems Biology
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Kwang-Hyun Cho, KAIST, Republic of Korea

Scope
IET Systems Biology covers intra- and inter-cellular dynamics, using systems- and
signal-oriented approaches. Papers that analyse genomic data in order to identify
variables and basic relationships between them are considered if the results
provide a basis for mathematical modelling and simulation of cellular dynamics.
Manuscripts on molecular and cell biological studies are encouraged if the aim is a
systems approach to dynamic interactions within and between cells.

Special Issues

Frequency: 6

This journal has an active programme of Special Issues on a range of topics.
For further information on calls for papers and published Special Issues,
view www.ietdl.org/IET-SYB.

ISSN print: 1751-8849

Readership

ISSN online: 1751-8857

IET Systems Biology is a useful resource for engineers and academics wanting
to keep up-to-date with the latest developments in bioelectronics, biomedical
engineering and micro- and nano-engineering.

www.ietdl.org/IET-SYB

Indexing
Open Access publishing
option available

IET Inspec, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.
Impact Factor: 1.048

CiteScore: 0.940

Access world-class research on the
IET Digital Library
The IET Digital Library offers a gateway to a wide portfolio of
research and information including over 500 DRM-free eBooks, 30+
internationally renowned research journals, magazines (including
the award-winning E&T), around 1,800 conference publications and
over 160,000 archive articles dating back to 1872.
Combined with a range of enhanced functions, the IET Digital Library
ensures your researchers can access and share the research they
need quickly and efficiently.
To find out more about how the content in the IET Digital Library can
assist your researchers, contact us today at sales@theiet.org

www.ietdl.org
On the IET Digital Library, researchers can access a range of high quality content by downloading individual
articles or eBook chapters as they require.
Alternatively, a research institution may wish to set up perpetual or subscription access to a range of subject
areas across the whole portfolio.

To request a free trial, visit: www.ietdl.org

www.theiet.org/journals

Packages and prices are available on pages 32-36

material s

IET Nanodielectrics
Editors-in-Chief

Professor George Chen, University of Southampton, UK
Professor Zhi-Min Dang, Tsinghua University, China

Scope
A fully Gold Open Access journal, IET Nanodielectrics, aims to attract original
research papers and surveys relating to the effects of nanoscale structure and
interfacial characteristics on the electrical polarisation of advanced dielectric
materials. A particular focus is on state-of-the-art multidisciplinary research, which
encompasses a range of fields, including; new energies, bioscience, biomedical
engineering, artificial intelligence, electronic skin, wearable electronic clothing,
internet-of-things and electrical insulation of the future.

Indexing

new

Frequency: 4

IET Inspec.

ISSN online: 2514-3255

www.ietdl.org/NDE

IET Books
Take a look at our new Materials, Circuits & Devices Books
IET provides international researchers, professionals and students with new perspectives
and developments in emerging subject area of Materials, Circuits & Devices.
www.theiet.org/books-materials

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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IET Control Theory & Applications
Editor-in-Chief

Professor James Lam, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Scope
IET Control Theory & Applications is devoted to control systems in the broadest
sense, covering new theoretical results and the applications of new and established
control methods. Among the topics of interest are system modelling, identification
and simulation, the analysis and design of control systems (including computeraided design), and practical implementation.

Special Issues
This journal has an active programme of Special Issues on a range of topics.
For further information on calls for papers and published Special Issues,
view www.ietdl.org/IET-CTA.
Frequency: 18

Readership

ISSN print: 1751-8644

This journal is essential reading for those with an interest in all aspects of control
systems and their applications. It will be of particular interest to control researchers
and engineers, and those in other disciplines with an interest in the field.

ISSN online: 1751-8652

www.ietdl.org/IET-CTA

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.

Open Access publishing
option available

Impact Factor: 2.536

CiteScore: 3.050

IET Electric Power Applications
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Emil Levi, Liverpool John Moores University, UK

Scope
IET Electric Power Applications publishes papers of a high technical standard with a
suitable balance of practice and theory. The scope covers a wide range of applications
and apparatus in the power field. In addition to papers focussing on the design and
development of electrical equipment, papers relying on analysis are also sought,
provided that the arguments are conveyed succinctly and the conclusions are clear.

Upcoming Special Issue
Electric and Hybrid Electric Propulsion for Aviation

Frequency: 9
ISSN print: 1751-8660
ISSN online: 1751-8679

www.ietdl.org/IET-EPA
Open Access publishing
option available

Advances in High-Speed Machines for Electric Drives, Power Generation and Energy
Storage Systems

Readership
IET Electric Power Applications is essential reading for researchers and engineering
professionals in electrical power and energy systems, and electrical engineering.
It will be a useful resource for those working in industries including utilities and
transport.

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.
Impact Factor: 1.865

Also see

www.theiet.org/publishing

CiteScore: 2.770

New Open Access journal, IET Cyber-Physical Systems on page 16.

Packages and prices are available on pages 32-36

power & contro l

IET Generation, Transmission & Distribution
Editors-in-Chief

Dr Innocent Kamwa, Hydro-Quebec Research Institute, Canada
Professor Christian Rehtanz, TU Dortmund, Germany

Scope
IET Generation, Transmission & Distribution is intended as a forum for the
publication and discussion of current practice and future developments in electric
power generation, transmission and distribution. Practical papers in which examples
of good present practice can be described and disseminated are particularly sought.

Upcoming Special Issues
Emerging Technologies for Virtual Power Plant
Intelligent Protection and Control of Microgrids with Energy Storage Integration
FREQUENCY INCREASE
Frequency: 22
ISSN print: 1751-8687
ISSN online: 1751-8695

www.ietdl.org/IET-GTD
Open Access publishing
option available

Emerging Trends in System Integrity Protection Schemes (SIPS) for Improving the
Performance of Smart Grid

Readership
This journal is essential reading for researchers and engineering professionals who want
to keep up-to-date with the latest developments on research in electric power systems,
and industry best practice on the generation, transmission and distribution of power.

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.

Impact Factor: 2.213

CiteScore: 3.200

High Voltage
Editors-in-Chief

Professor Masoud Farzaneh, Université du Québec à Chicoutimi, Canada
Professor Zhicheng Guan, Tsinghua University, PR China

Scope
High Voltage aims to attract original research papers and review articles. The
scope encompasses high-voltage power engineering and high voltage applications,
including experimental, computational (simulation and modelling) and theoretical
studies.
It is a fully Open Access journal co-published with CEPRI (the China Electric Power
Research Institute) and supported by Tsinghua University.

Upcoming Special Issues
new

Automated Partial Discharges Measurement, Analysis, and Interpretation

Frequency: 4

Power Converters for High Voltage DC Systems

ISSN online: 2397-7264

Readership

www.ietdl.org/HVE

This journal is essential reading for those with an interest in high-voltage (HV)
related areas including HV transmission systems, HV equipment and HV
discharges.

Indexing
IET Inspec and ESCI.

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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IET Power Electronics
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Volker Pickert, Newcastle University, UK

Scope
IET Power Electronics aims to attract original research papers, short
communications, review articles and power electronics related educational studies.
The scope covers applications and technologies in the field of power electronics
with special focus on cost-effective, efficient, power dense, environmental friendly
and robust solutions.

Upcoming Special Issues
Selected papers from the 13th International Seminar on Power Semiconductors
(ISPS 2016)
FREQUENCY INCREASE
Frequency: 16
ISSN print: 1755-4535
ISSN online: 1755-4543

www.ietdl.org/IET-PEL

Readership
IET Power Electronics provides a platform for researchers/developers within the
industrial and the higher education community wanting to learn the latest worldwide
trends in the multidisciplinary field of power electronics.

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.
Impact Factor: 3.547

CiteScore: 4.310

Open Access publishing
option available

IET Renewable Power Generation
Editor-in-Chief

Professor David Infield, University of Strathclyde, UK

Scope
IET Renewable Power Generation provides a forum for the presentation of new
research, development and applications of renewable power generation. It
particularly focuses on research that explores issues where the characteristics of
the renewable energy source impact on the power conversion and where the wider
system control or operation are central to the challenge of integration.

Upcoming Special Issue
Coordinated Control and Protection of Offshore Wind Power and Combined AC/DC Grid

Readership

Frequency: 16

IET Renewable Power Generation is essential reading for energy and power
engineers, and all those interested in renewable energy technologies, who want to
keep up-to-date with the latest research and developments in the field.

ISSN print: 1752-1416

Indexing

ISSN online: 1752-1424

IET Inspec, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.

FREQUENCY INCREASE

www.ietdl.org/IET-RPG

Impact Factor: 2.635

CiteScore: 3.550

Open Access publishing
option available

www.theiet.org/publishing

Packages and prices are available on pages 32-36

power & contro l

IET Smart Grid
Editors-in-Chief

Professor H. Vincent Poor, Princeton University, USA
Dr Hongjian Sun, Durham University, UK

Scope
IET Smart Grid, a gold Open Access journal launching at the end of 2017, aims
to disseminate cutting-edge research results spanning over multiple disciplines
including Power Electronics, Power and Energy, Control, Communications, and
Computing Sciences, to pave the way for implementing more efficient, reliable and
secure power systems.

Indexing
IET Inspec.
new

Frequency: 4
ISSN online: 2515-2947

www.ietdl.org/IET-STG
Open Access publishing
option available
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IET Biometrics
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Michael Fairhurst, University of Kent, UK

Scope
IET Biometrics includes papers that increase our understanding of biometric
systems, signal future developments and applications for biometrics, and/or
promote greater practical uptake for relevant technologies.

Upcoming Special Issues
Selected Papers from the International Workshop on Biometrics and Forensics
(IWBF 2017)
Face Recognition and Spoofing Attacks
Unconstrained Ear Recognition
Frequency: 6

Readership

ISSN print: 2047-4938

This journal is essential reading for researchers working in this exciting
interdisciplinary area.

ISSN online: 2047-4946

www.ietdl.org/IET-BMT
Open Access publishing
option available

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, DBLP, Google Scholar and Scopus.

Impact Factor: 1.382

CiteScore: 1.810

IET Computer Vision
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Majid Mirmehdi, University of Bristol, UK

Scope
IET Computer Vision seeks original research papers in a wide range of areas of
computer vision. The vision of the journal is to publish the highest quality research
work that is relevant and topical to the field, but not forgetting those works that aim
to introduce new horizons and set the agenda for future avenues of research in
computer vision.

Upcoming Special Issues

Frequency: 8
ISSN print: 1751-9632
ISSN online: 1751-9640

www.ietdl.org/IET-CVI
Open Access publishing
option available

Deep Learning in Computer Vision
Computer Vision in Healthcare and Assisted Living
Computer Vision for Animal Biometrics
Computer Vision in Cancer Data Analysis
Visual Domain Adaptation and Generalization

Readership
IET Computer Vision is read by academics and professionals who want to keep upto-date with the latest advances in the field. It will be of interest to practitioners and
programmers working in 3D computer vision, image processing and analysis as well
as computer visualisation. It is also invaluable to researchers and graduates in the
fields of computer science, engineering and robotics.

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.
Impact Factor: 0.878

www.theiet.org/publishing

CiteScore: 1.210

Packages and prices are available on pages 32-36

signal & image processing

IET Image Processing
Editor-in-Chief

Dr Farzin Deravi, University of Kent, UK

Scope
The IET Image Processing journal encompasses research areas related to
the generation, processing and communication of visual information. The
focus of the journal is the coverage of the latest research results in image and
video processing, including image generation and display, enhancement and
restoration, segmentation, colour and texture analysis, coding and communication,
implementations and architectures as well as innovative applications.

Upcoming Special Issues
Hyperspectral Imaging and Applications
Frequency: 12
ISSN print: 1751-9659
ISSN online: 1751-9667

www.ietdl.org/IET-IPR

Readership
IET Image Processing is an invaluable resource for researchers, graduates and
practitioners in various disciplines from life sciences and medicine to document
security and mathematics and those with a professional interest in image
processing.

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, DBLP, Google Scholar and Scopus.

Open Access publishing
option available

Impact Factor: 1.044

CiteScore: 1.710

IET Signal Processing
Editor-in-Chief

Dr James Hopgood, University of Edinburgh, UK

Scope
IET Signal Processing publishes topics such as algorithm advances in single and
multi-dimensional, linear and non-linear, recursive and non-recursive digital filters
and multi-rate filter banks; the application of chaos theory and neural network
based approaches to signal processing.

Special Issues
This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing throughout the
year on a range of topics. For further information on calls for papers and published
Special Issues, view www.ietdl.org/IET-SPR.
Frequency: 9

Readership

ISSN print: 1751-9675

This journal is essential reading for academics and professionals with an interest in
signal processing and its varied applications.

ISSN online: 1751-9683

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.

www.ietdl.org/IET-SPR
Impact Factor: 1.298

CiteScore: 1.670

Open Access publishing
option available

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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IET Electrical Systems in Transportation
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Sandy Smith, University of Manchester, UK

Scope
IET Electrical Systems in Transportation is aimed at all aspects of electrical power
systems in modern transport applications including generation, storage, distribution
and utilisation. The scope extends to all sectors of transportation: aerospace,
marine (including sub-sea), automotive or land-based and rail. The central theme
of the journal is to focus on the system and sub-system aspects of electrical energy
including system architectures and integration, energy management, control and
protection.

Special Issues
Frequency: 4
ISSN print: 2042-9738
ISSN online: 2042-9746

www.ietdl.org/IET-EST
Open Access publishing
option available

This journal has an active programme of Special Issues publishing on a range of
topics. For further information on calls for papers and published Special Issues,
view www.ietdl.org/IET-EST.

Readership
This journal will be of interest to electrical systems engineers in all sectors of
transportation; aerospace, marine (including sub-sea), automotive or landbased
and rail.

Indexing
IET Inspec, ESCI, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.
CiteScore: 2.460

IET Intelligent Transport Systems
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Margaret Bell, Newcastle University, UK

Scope
IET Intelligent Transport Systems is an interdisciplinary journal devoted to research
into the practical applications of ITS and infrastructures. The scope of the journal
includes the following:
Information collection and processing; in-vehicle ITS, safety and vulnerable
road user aspects; ITS aspects of electric vehicles; public transport; demand
management and electronic payment systems; traffic management; fleet and public
transport logistics; emergency and incident management; policy and institutional
issues etc.

Upcoming Special Issue
Frequency: 10
ISSN print: 1751-956X
ISSN online: 1751-9578

www.ietdl.org/IET-ITS
Open Access publishing
option available

Selected papers from the Scientific Seminar of the Italian Association of Transport
Academicians (SIDT) 2017; Selected papers from the 5th International Conference
on Driver Distraction and Inattention (DDI2017); Big Traffic Data Analysis and Mining;
Recent Advancements on the Electrified and Intelligent Vehicles

Readership
This practical journal is invaluable for engineers and academics with interests in the
wide-ranging applications of ITS and infrastructures, who want to stay up-to-date
with the latest research and developments in the field.

Indexing
IET Inspec, SCI-E, Ei Compendex, Google Scholar and Scopus.
Impact Factor: 1.194

www.theiet.org/journals

CiteScore: 1.620

Packages and prices are available on pages 32-36

Other Products in the IET Portfolio

The Conference Collection
Access 1400+ conference proceedings from a range of international technical conferences
As part of our commitment to knowledge sharing, the IET organises a range of international conferences and seminars each year,
each one providing a major source of insight to leading research in engineering and technology. Additionally, we work with a number
of other organisations, including the International Broadcasting Convention (IBC) and the Association des Ingénieurs de Montefiore
(AIM) to ensure a wide range of engineering topics are addressed. These conferences cover many aspects of electrical, electronic,
manufacturing and systems engineering, and related sciences and Conference Proceedings from these events are available for
convenient reference and download in the Conference Collection.

Easy access to cutting-edge research
Proceedings from these varied global events are highly useful to researchers and students, giving them access to substantial and
diverse collections of papers that record the work presented and helping them to inform new research. The Conference Collection,
available online, gives readers and researchers unlimited access to this specialist content, enabling researchers to discover and
develop in their field.

Conference highlights include:
■■

DPSP 2018: The 14th International Conference on Developments in Power System Protection, 12-15 March 2018, Belfast

■■

Living in the Internet of Things: Cybersecurity of the IoT - A PETRAS, IoTUK & IET Event, 28 – 29 March 2018, London

■■

PEMD 2018: The 9th International Conference on Power Electronics, Machines and Drives, 17 – 19 April 2018, Liverpool

■■

RPG 2018: The 7th International Conference on Renewable Power Generation, 26 – 27 September 2018, Denmark

For details of conferences, and other events, visit

www.ietdl.org/conferences

See the Journals Packages and Pricing section of this
catalogue for details of the Conference Collection.

Journals

The IET Journals Archive 1872-2006
Inspire the technology of the future with 140 years of engineering research
The IET Journals Archive is an invaluable online resource comprising the complete collection of research journals and magazines
published by the Institution of Engineering and Technology between 1872 and 2006. With over 150,000 peer-reviewed articles
in a wide range of journals and magazines, along with papers from a variety of conferences in the subject areas of electrical and
electronic engineering, telecommunications, computing, power, control, radar, circuits, materials and related research in IT, the
IET Journals Archive is a truly invaluable resource to a range of researchers. The collection also includes the Electronics Letters
archive covering publications from 1965.
Including research articles, book reviews, comments and discussions on published papers,
editorials, obituaries, conference papers and conference reports, you will find a range
of fascinating articles written by leading engineers and scientists including Edison and
Marconi, to name just a few.
The IET Journals Archive adds to the researcher's portfolio of digital resources with a
wide range of original published works and provides a comprehensive source of historic
engineering and technology information that will enhance research in the future.

Available online via the IET Digital Library. Contact us today to find out how
you can add this resource to your library.

www.ietdl.org/archive
How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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Accessing IET Journals on the IET Digital Library

T

he IET is committed to providing outstanding products and services that help librarians to support their users. The IET
Digital Library provides easy access to the best in engineering and technology research and information. Containing our
portfolio of journals, eBooks, conference proceedings and some video content, it is a comprehensive resource available
to librarians, readers and researchers.
The IET Digital Library is fully supported by our in-house team and includes a range of
online tools:
• Easy linking to and from the IET Digital Library via OpenURL/link resolvers to
facilitate navigation across different resources
• COUNTER4-compliant statistics - usage reports are available via your Institutional
Administrator portal
• Personalisation - Personal table-of-contents email alerting service
• Branding - set up your own library branding
• Bookmark your favourite documents or titles in My Favourites
• Save searches for later use
• Search alerts or subject alerts to get the latest information that matches your criteria
• KBART compliance - all journal and eBook publications on the IET Digital Library are
KBART (Knowledge Base and Related Tools) compliant
• Access via Shibboleth. OpenAthens access coming soon.
Contact us to set up a free trial on the IET Digital Library in order to sample the range of
products available.

Visit our Information for Librarians webpage to find all the information you need
to start a trial or subscription for IET products. You’ll also find useful guides and
resources to help you promote and use the products as well as answers to common
questions and issues.
n
n
n
n
n
n

Pricing and trials
User support documents
Product videos and training webinars
Open Access support
Promotional resources including posters and web banners
Catalogues and collections

Find out more:
www.theiet.org/librarians

www.theiet.org/journals

Your online subscription
To get the maximum benefit
from your IET subscription,
ensure that your account is
activated and that you have
received your confirmation
email from us. Please do
contact us if you require any
further assistance with this.
In addition to full user
guides there is also a
range of materials online
to help you promote your
subscription to your users
and ensure that they get the
most from it.
Visit www.ietdl.org for more
information or contact us.

ordering informatio n

HOW TO ORDER
Select from one of the journals packages on pages 32-36. You can choose online only or print and online. Contact Customer
Service to place your order for journal subscriptions:
Customer service:
Email: sales@theiet.org
Phone: +44 (0)1438 767328
Fax: +44 (0)1438 767375
Post: The Institution of Engineering and Technology, PO Box 96, Stevenage, SG1 2SD, UK
For further information about IET products and services, to set up a free trial, or for assistance regarding your subscription,
please contact our Customer Services team on +44 (0)1438 767328 or your nearest representative:

IET Regional Offices
Europe, Middle East and Africa

The Americas

Asia Pacific

IET

IET USA Inc

IET Asia Pacific Office

Mike Petersen, Head of Sales EMEA

Michael Ornstein, Vice President &
General Manager

Thomas Yi, Regional Director
– Asia Pacific

379 Thornall Street
Edison, NJ 08837
USA

4405-06 Cosco Tower
183 Queen’s Road Central
Hong Kong

T: +1(732) 321 5575
T: +1(866) 906 5900 Help Desk
(US and Canada)
F: +1(732) 321 5702
E: ietusa@theiet.org

T: +852 2778 1611
T: +852 2521 2140 Help Desk
F: +852 2778 1711
E: salesAP@theiet.org

IET Michael Faraday House
Six Hills Way Stevenage
Herts, SG1 2AY
United Kingdom
T: +44 (0)1438 767328
F: +44 (0)1438 767339
E: emea.sales@theiet.org

For a list of regional representatives please visit www.theiet.org/journals

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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2018 Journals Packages and Pricing
IET Journals Packages are designed to offer you greater value and flexibility in accessing IET content.
All 2018 journals packages include an online version of the journal enabling multi user access at no
additional cost. This means users can access the most up-to-date research as soon as articles are
accepted, in advance of issue publication. In addition, with an IET Journals Package you will save 20%
on the list price for individual titles – offering you comprehensive engineering content at great value.
For our Corporate customers, we recognise that your requirements may differ from the packages created.
Do contact us for a specific quotation based on your audience and content needs.

Contact us
to set up a

free online
trial
via the IET
Digital Library

IET Academic Institution Pricing
Online only pricing
Journal Title

Volume No of
no
issues

ISSN

Product code

Sterling

Chinese Journal of Electronics

26

6

2075-5597

PJP000I3

£527

Electronics Letters

54

25

1350-911X PJE000AW

£1,878

Engineering Biology
Healthcare Technology Letters

NEW
4

High Voltage

2398-6182
6

NEW

N/A

Combined print & online pricing**
Dollar
$1,033

Product code
N/A

$3,684 PJE000AB

Sterling

Dollar

N/A*
£2,394

$4,577

Open Access

N/A

Open Access*

2053-3713 PJH000CW

Open Access

N/A

Open Access*

2397-7264

Open Access

N/A

Open Access*

N/A

N/A

Micro & Nano Letters Online

13

12

1750-0443 PJN000BW

£511

IET Biometrics

7

6

2047-4946

PJP000IY

£424

$721 PJP000HY

£588

$999

IET Circuits, Devices & Systems

12

6

1751-8598

PJP000IG

£1,164

$2,287 PJP000HG

£1,308

$2,514

IET Communications

12

20

1751-8636

PJP000II

£1,504

$2,956

£1,749

$3,371

IET Computer Vision

12

8

1751-9640

PJP000IU

£584

$1,145 PJP000HU

£746

$1,423

IET Computers & Digital Techniques

12

6

1751-861X

PJP000IE

£1,164

$2,287 PJP000HE

£1,308

$2,514

IET Control Theory & Applications

12

£1,468

$2,882 PJP000HD

£1,839

$3,518

IET Cyber-Physical Systems: Theory & Applications
IET Electric Power Applications

18

1751-8652

PJP000ID

2398-3396

N/A

9

1751-8679

PJP000IB

NEW
12

$1,001

Open Access
£1,280

PJP000HI

N/A

$2,516 PJP000HB

N/A*

Open Access*
£1,632

$3,121

IET Electrical Systems in Transportation

8

4

2042-9746

PJP000IW

£431

$840 PJP000HW

£608

$1,145

IET Generation, Transmission & Distribution

12

22

1751-8695

PJP000IC

£1,304

$2,563 PJP000HC

£1,518

$2,869

IET Image Processing

12

12

1751-9667

PJP000IQ

£763

$1,500 PJP000HQ

£908

$1,767

IET Information Security

12

6

1751-8717

PJP000IO

£557

$1,095 PJP000HO

£642

$1,237

IET Intelligent Transport Systems

12

10

1751-9578

PJP000IP

£684

$1,342 PJP000HP

£736

$1,413

IET Microwaves, Antennas & Propagation

12

15

1751-8733

PJP000IH

£1,444

$2,836 PJP000HH

£2,197

$4,204

IET Nanobiotechnology

12

£342

$668 PJP000HM

£389

$749

IET Nanodielectrics

8

1751-875X

PJP000IM

2514-3255

N/A

6

2047-4962

PJP000I2

£424

$721 PJP000H2

£588

$999

NEW

Open Access

N/A

Open Access*

IET Networks

7

IET Optoelectronics

12

6

1751-8776

PJP000IJ

£860

$1,688 PJP000HJ

£982

$1,891

IET Power Electronics

11

16

1755-4543

PJP000IV

£697

$1,367 PJP000HV

£913

$1,746

IET Radar, Sonar & Navigation

12

12

1751-8792

PJP000IF

£1,205

$2,370 PJP000HF

£1,512

$2,888

IET Renewable Power Generation

12

16

1752-1424

PJP000IS

£495

$973 PJP000HS

£566

$1,089

IET Science, Measurement & Technology

12

8

1751-8830

PJP000IA

£851

$1,672 PJP000HA

£991

$1,891

IET Signal Processing

12

9

1751-9683

PJP000IR

£671

$1,317 PJP000HR

£894

$1,711

IET Software

12

6

1751-8814

PJP000IL

£1,249

$2,452 PJP000HL

£1,402

$2,697

IET Systems Biology

12

6

1751-8857

PJP000IN

£1,008

$1,976 PJP000HN

£1,107

$2,131

£435

$848 PJP000HX

£619

$1,181

IET Wireless Sensor Systems
The Journal of Engineering (JoE)
IET Conference Collection

All prices shown exclude VAT.

www.theiet.org/journals

8

6

2043-6394

PJP000IX

2017

12

2051-3305

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

PJP000VJ

Open Access
£6,019 $11,436

*Available online only

N/A

Open Access*

N/A

N/A*

**All combined print and online prices include airmail delivery
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Package A - IET Journals Complete Collection
Online only
Journal Title

Sterling

Chinese Journal of Electronics
Electronics Letters

Combined Print + Online**

Dollar

£527

$1,033

£1,878

$3,684

Sterling
£2,394

Engineering Biology

Open Access*

Healthcare Technology Letters

Open Access*

High Voltage

Dollar
N/A*
$4,577

Open Access*

Micro & Nano Letters Online

£511

$1,001

IET Biometrics

£424

$721

£588

$999

IET Circuits, Devices & Systems

£1,164

$2,287

£1,308

$2,514

IET Communications

£1,504

$2,956

£1,749

$3,371

IET Computer Vision

N/A*

£584

$1,145

£746

$1,423

IET Computers & Digital Techniques

£1,164

$2,287

£1,308

$2,514

IET Control Theory & Applications

£1,468

$2,882

£1,839

$3,518

IET Cyber-Physical Systems: Theory & Applications

Open Access*

IET Electric Power Applications

£1,280

IET Electrical Systems in Transportation
IET Generation, Transmission & Distribution

$2,516

£1,632

$3,121

£431

$840

£608

$1,145

£1,304

$2,563

£1,518

$2,869

IET Image Processing

£763

$1,500

£908

$1,767

IET Information Security

£557

$1,095

£642

$1,237

IET Intelligent Transport Systems

£684

$1,342

£736

$1,413

£1,444

$2,836

£2,197

$4,204

£342

$668

£389

$749

£588

$999

IET Microwaves, Antennas & Propagation
IET Nanobiotechnology
IET Nanodielectrics

Open Access*

IET Networks

£424

$721

IET Optoelectronics

£860

$1,688

£982

$1,891

IET Power Electronics

£697

$1,367

£913

$1,746

£1,205

$2,370

£1,512

$2,888

IET Renewable Power Generation

IET Radar, Sonar & Navigation

£495

$973

£566

$1,089

IET Science, Measurement & Technology

£851

$1,672

£991

$1,891

£671

$1,317

£894

$1,711

IET Software

IET Signal Processing

£1,249

$2,452

£1,402

$2,697

IET Systems Biology

£1,008

$1,976

£1,107

$2,131

£435

$848

£619

$1,181

IET Wireless Sensor Systems
The Journal of Engineering (JoE)

Open Access*

Conference proceedings from all IET and selected third party call for paper events

£6,019

$11,436

Total value of content

£29,945

$58,175

£35,191

$67,117

List Price less 20% Package Saving

£23,956

$46,540

£28,153

$53,694

Product code

N/A*

PJP000VA

PJP000UA

Online only

Combined print + online**

Package B - Letters Journals
Journal title

Sterling

Electronics Letters
Micro & Nano Letters Online

Dollar

£1,878

$3,684

£511

$1,001

Sterling

Dollar

£2,394

$4,577

N/A*

Total value of content

£2,388

$4,686

£2,905

$5,579

List Price less 20% Package Saving

£1,910

$3,748

£2,324

$4,463

Product code

PJP002VB

PJP002UB

You may also be interested in: Open Access journal, Healthcare Technology Letters

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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Package C - Communications
Online only
Journal title

Sterling

IET Communications
IET Information Security
IET Microwaves, Antennas & Propagation
IET Networks
IET Radar, Sonar & Navigation
IET Wireless Sensor Systems

Combined print + online**

Dollar

Sterling

Dollar

£1,504

$2,956

£1,749

$3,371

£557

$1,095

£642

$1,237

£1,444

$2,836

£2,197

$4,204

£424

$721

£588

$999

£1,205

$2,370

£1,512

$2,888

£435

$848

£619

$1,181

Total value of content

£5,569

$10,826

£7,307

$13,880

List Price less 20% Package Saving

£4,455

$8,661

£5,845

$11,104

Product code

PJP002VC

PJP002UC

You may also be interested in: NEW Open Access journal, IET Cyber-Physical Systems: Theory & Applications

Package D - Signal & Image Processing
Online only
Journal title

Sterling

Combined print + online **

Dollar

Sterling

Dollar

IET Biometrics

£424

$721

£588

$999

IET Computer Vision

£584

$1,145

£746

$1,423

IET Image Processing

£763

$1,500

£908

$1,767

IET Signal Processing

£671

$1,317

£894

$1,711

Total value of content

£2,441

$4,684

£3,136

$5,901

List Price less 20% Package Saving

£1,953

$3,747

£2,509

$4,721

Product code

PJP002VD

PJP002UD

Online only

Combined print + online**

Package E - Electronics & Computer Science
Journal title

Sterling

Chinese Journal of Electronics

Dollar

Sterling

Dollar

£527

$1,033

IET Circuits, Devices & Systems

£1,164

$2,287

£1,308

IET Computers & Digital Techniques

£1,164

$2,287

£1,308

$2,514

£860

$1,688

£982

$1,891

IET Optoelectronics
IET Science, Measurement & Technology

N/A*
$2,514

£851

$1,672

£991

$1,891

£1,249

$2,452

£1,402

$2,697

Total value of content

£5,816

$11,418

£6,517

$12,541

List Price less 20% Package Saving

£4,653

$9,134

£5,214

$10,033

IET Software

Product code

PJP002VE

PJP002UE

Online only

Combined print + online**

Package F - Life Science
Journal title

Sterling

IET Nanobiotechnology
IET Systems Biology

Sterling

Dollar

£342

$668

£389

$749

£1,008

$1,976

£1,107

$2,131

Total value of content

£1,350

$2,644

£1,496

$2,880

List Price less 20% Package Saving

£1,080

$2,115

£1,197

$2,304

Product code
You may also be interested in: NEW Open Access journal, Engineering Biology

www.theiet.org/journals

Dollar

PJP002VF

PJP002UF
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Package G - Transport
Online only
Journal title

Sterling

Combined print + online**

Dollar

Sterling

Dollar

IET Electrical Systems in Transportation

£431

$840

£608

$1,145

IET Intelligent Transport Systems

£684

$1,342

£736

$1,413

Total value of content

£1,115

$2,182

£1,344

$2,558

List Price less 20% Package Saving

£892

$1,745

£1,075

$2,047

Product code

PJP002VG

PJP002UG

Online only

Combined print + online**

Package H - Power & Control
Journal title

Sterling

Dollar

Sterling

Dollar

IET Control Theory & Applications

£1,468

$2,882

£1,839

$3,518

IET Electric Power Applications

£1,280

$2,516

£1,632

$3,121

IET Generation, Transmission & Distribution

£1,304

$2,563

£1,518

$2,869

£697

$1,367

£913

$1,746

IET Power Electronics
IET Renewable Power Generation

£495

$973

£566

$1,089

Total value of content

£5,246

$10,300

£6,468

$12,342

List Price less 20% Package Saving

£4,197

$8,240

£5,174

$9,874

Product code

PJP002VH

PJP002UH

You may also be interested in: Open Access journal, High Voltage

Package I - Conference Collection

Online only

Journal title

Sterling

Conference proceedings from all IET and selected third party call for paper events

Dollar

£6,019

Product code

$11,436

PJP000VJ

Open Access Journals

Online only

Journal title

issn

Engineering Biology New for 2017

2398-6182

High Voltage

2397-7264

IET Cyber-Physical Systems: Theory & Applications

2398-3396

IET Nanodielectrics New for 2018

2514-3255

The Journal of Engineering

2051-3305

How to order:

+44 (0)1438 767328

sales@theiet.org
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IET Inspec Journals Pricing
Journal Title

Issues

ISSN

Product code

2018 Annual Subscription**
Sterling

Dollar

£34,117

$57,808

Abstract Journals
Physics Abstracts

24

0036-8091

IPJ000AG

Electrical & Electronic Abstracts
Computing & Control Abstracts

12

0036-8105

IPJ000AH

£27,163

$43,614

12

0036-8113

IPJ000AI

£17,548

$27,965

£78,829

$129,387

EEA/CCA Package Subscription @ 20% discount

IPJ000AO

£41,201

$65,985

PA/EEA/CCA Package Subscription @ 20% discount

IPJ000AR

£63,063

$103,509

Total Value of Subs

Current Papers

24

0011-3786

IPC000AM

£3,789

$6,568

Advanced Materials

12

0950-4753

IPK000EH

£1,092

$1,876

Antennas & Propagation

12

0950-4761

IPK000EN

£1,092

$1,876

Artificial Intelligence

12

0950-477X

IPK000EU

£1,092

$1,876

Business Automation

12

0950-9153

IPK000EB

£1,092

$1,876

KEY ABSTRACTS

Computer Communications & Storage

12

0950-4788

IPK000EK

£1,092

$1,876

Computing in Electronics & Power

12

0950-4796

IPK000EJ

£1,092

$1,876

Electronic Circuits

12

0306-557X

IPK000EX

£1,092

$1,876

Electronic Instrumentation

12

0950-480X

IPK000EV

£1,092

$1,876

Factory Automation

12

0960-6572

IPK000EA

£1,092

$1,876

High Temperature Superconductor

12

0953-1262

IPK000EC

£1,092

$1,876

Human-Computer Interaction

12

0964-0150

IPK000EQ

£1,092

$1,876

Machine Visions

12

0952-7052

IPK000ED

£1,092

$1,876

Measurements in Physics

12

0950-4818

IPK000EZ

£1,092

$1,876

Microelectronics & Printed Circuits

12

0952-7060

IPK000EE

£1,092

$1,876

Microwave Technology

12

0952-7079

IPK000EF

£1,092

$1,876

Neural Networks

12

0964-0169

IPK000EG

£1,092

$1,876

Optoelectronics

12

0950-4826

IPK000EL

£1,092

$1,876

Power Systems & Applications

12

0950-4834

IPK000ES

£1,092

$1,876

Robotics & Control

12

0950-4842

IPK000ET

£1,092

$1,876

Semiconductor Devices

12

0950-4850

IPK000EM

£1,092

$1,876

Software Engineering

12

0950-4869

IPK000EI

£1,092

$1,876

Telecommunications

12

0950-4877

IPK000EP

£1,092

$1,876

£24,024

$41,272

£19,219

$33,018

Total value of subs
Package of all 22 titles @20% discount

IPK000ER

E&T Magazine Pricing
Institutional**
Product Code

Volume

Issues per year

PJM000AA

13

10

PJM000RA

13

10

Magazine title

13

10

Annual sub

£899

$1,539

Single issue

£75

$128

Annual sub

£899

$1,539

Single issue

£67

$122

£12.50

$19.99

£1,088

$1,853

E&T on IDL

E&T print + IDL
Annual sub

www.theiet.org/journals

Dollar

E&T print magazine

Single article
PJM000SA

Sterling

Terms and Condition s

Terms and Conditions
Payment

Claims/replacements

All orders should be prepaid. Payment can be made by cheque,
bank transfer or credit/debit card. US $ prices are valid across the
Americas; all other orders will be invoiced in £ sterling. (IET bank
details – Barclays Bank Plc, 1 Churchill Place, London E14 5HP.
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Powering quality research
IET Inspec is the leading bibliographic database for physics, computers and control, information technology,
mechanical and production engineering, electrical engineering and electronics.
With over 17 million scientific and technical abstracts from journals, conference proceedings, books, reports
and dissertations, IET Inspec provides your users with the most definitive engineering and technology
resource available.
Electrical Engineering &
Electronics

n   C
 ost-effective, time saving and accurate search
includes articles, chapters, conferences, reports,
patents, dissertations and video

Physics

Mechanical &
Production
Engineering

n   D
 OI full text linking available
n   S
 ubject specific and cross disciplinary search
n   Intellectual classification and indexing by
subject specialists
n   R
 egularly updated
n   N
 ow indexing arXiv content

Computers
& Control

Access IET Inspec via EBSCOhost, Engineering Village, OvidSP, ProQuest
Dialog, ProQuest Academic and many more.

For more information or to request
a free trial visit:
www.theiet.org/inspec

Information
Technology

ABOUT THE IET
The IET is Europe’s largest professional body of engineers with over 167,000 members in more than 150 countries.
It offers a range of services and resources to the engineering community, including an extensive publishing
programme. For the research community, the IET publishes a portfolio of research, letters and Open Access journals
and over 500 eBooks; all located within the dynamic and market-leading IET Digital Library. IET Inspec, a highly
respected A&I database with over 17 million abstracts from a range of international publishers and IET.tv, the
world’s largest online archive of engineering and technology video content are also available to support and develop
engineering excellence.
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